BUILDING & PROTECTING SASKATCHEWAN LANDMARKS
"BUILDING EFFICIENCY BEYOND INSULATION"

OUR SERVICES ~ 2017 RATES
ENVELOPE PROTECTION
& SEAMLESS ROOF RESTORATION
3LB SPRAY FOAM INSULATION APPLICATION

SEAMLESS PROTECTIVE SEAL & SLOPE CREATION

OR

POLYURETHANE COATING

ACRYLIC COATING

UV PROTECTIVE COATING & WATERPROOFING

STARTING AT JUST $4 PER SQUARE FOOT
ENVELOPE RESTORATION & CAULKING
CAULKING REMOVAL & RE-INSTALL

STARTING AT $8 PER LINEAR FOOT
AERO DELIVERY - TEMPERATURE CONTROL FACILITY

CUSTOMER: Miners Construction
SASKATOON SYMPHONY - ROOF RETROFIT

CUSTOMER: Miners

GOVERNMENT BUILDING - SEALING AROUND HVAC UNITS

CUSTOMER: Top West Developments LTD.
LAND TITLE OFFICES - ROOF RETROФITS

CUSTOMER: DALE BEAVIS

CUSTOMER: Rely-Ex
FLAT ROOF RESIDENTIAL

CUSTOMER: DALE BEAVIS
SASKATOON HEALTH REGION CENTRE

CUSTOMER: KEN AUCHS
NORTH THUMBERLAND CONDOMINIUM - ROOF REPAIR

CUSTOMER: BRIAN PAWLACHUCK
FREEDOM FITNESS GYM - INSULATION & ROOF RETROFIT

CUSTOMER: TOM MALTMAN
RESIDENTIAL

SAVE ON ENERGY BILLS!
ELIMINATE COLD PRONE AREAS
STARTING AT $3/SQ FT

VAULTED

CATHEDRAL

EXTERIOR WALLS

RIM JOIST

CANTILEVERS
COMMERCIAL

INSULATION UPGRADES TO MAXIMIZE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
BUILDING TRANSITIONS

100% AIR SEAL & VAPOUR BARRIER

BEFORE

AFTER

STARTING AT $3/SQ FT
FLOOR JOIST

SMP DEALERSHIP SALES OFFICE
AIR SEAL TRANSITION WALLS
& MOISTURE PROTECTION ON NEW DECKS

8TH ST SOBEYS ADDITION
FLOOR JOIST

CUSTOMER: Rely-Ex

SMP DEALERSHIP SALES OFFICE

CUSTOMER: Rely-Ex
GATEWAY PLAZA - 412 WILLOWGROVE SQUARE
CUSTOMER: Baydo Development Corporation

STONEBRIDGE MCDONALDS
CUSTOMER:

AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
CUSTOMER: RUDY AGRO LTD
ENGCOMP BUILDING SASKATOON

CUSTOMER: strata

CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

CUSTOMER: LEDGER CHIROPRACTIC
PINK BAR
COSTUMER: SKIPP ANDERSON

NUTANA SCHOOL
COSTUMER: Miners CONSTRUCTION

SORENSEN'S FINE FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
MOOSOMIN FIRST NATIONS

CUSTOMER: Miners CONSTRUCTION
HERITAGE INN HOTEL RENOVATION
GOVERNMENT BUILDING

VAPOUR & AIR SEAL BETWEEN INSULATED PANELS

CUSTOMER: TOP WEST DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
FEDERATION CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
CUSTOMER: EDCOR

MARRIOTT HOTEL
YXE
CAMECO YXE HEADQUARTERS

YXE AIRPORT EXPANSION
COSTUMER: PCL

SKYLINE HEAD QUARTERS
COSTUMER: SKYLINE ROOFING SYSTEMS
SPECIAL SERVICES

FIRE PROOFING & FIRE STOPPING

ASBESTOS REMOVAL & DISPOSAL

CONTAINER INSULATION